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introduction 
Southeast Asian port cities such as the Sultanate of Banten (mid-1500s 
through 1813) pla ed a pivotal role in earl  modern global trade (Fig. 1). these urban 
communities were central to the region’s political, economic, and cultural develop-
ment. Initiall , Europeans were mere participants in this well-established trade net-
work but eventuall  colonized most of the region (Reid 1988, 2 : 270–281; Stark 
2014). Although archaeologists have long recognized Banten as pla ing an impor-
tant role in the region (guillot 1993; miksic 1989; ota 2006), their interpretations 
have largel  been drawn from monumental architecture and major historical events 
(guillot et al. 1990; michrob 1982). the lack of s stematic archaeological data from 
the sultanate as well as the focus on Banten’s past as a prosperous independent state 
(most likel  the result of local anti-Dutch sentiments) has led archaeologists to neglect 
or misinterpret the sultanate’s past during the period when the Dutch East India 
Compan  (a.k.a. Vereenigde oost-Indische Compagnie or VoC) exercised political 
and economic control over this port cit . 
the archaeological stud  presented here aims to provide new data with which to 
shed light on the court life after the establishment of the sultanate’s vassal status in 
1682 until its offcial abolishment in 1813. this stud  is supplemented b  historical 
and ethnographic records as well as archaeological data from the contemporaneous 
nearb  VoC fort at Banten, primaril  manned b  Dutch (and a few german) soldiers 
(VoC 1733, 1780). As much as European and indigenous historical texts provide 
insight into the public activities of the sultans and their courts, more mundane dail  
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Fig. 1. map of Southeast Asia, showing Banten, Banten girang, Batavia (headquarters of the Dutch East 
India Compan , present-da  Jakarta), melaka (malacca), trowulan, Kota Cina, Sembiran, and Pacung. 
aspects of their lives within the palace precinct are underdocumented. the present 
archaeological research thus attempts to fll the gap in information available to 
Indonesian and international scholars regarding a major global trading center in earl  
modern Island Southeast Asia. 
the sultanate historicall  known as Bantam, located in northwest Java near the 
Sunda Strait, was one of the most important trading hubs in Southeast Asia from 
the sixteenth through the eighteenth centur  (guillot 1993 :90; Raffes 1830, 1 : xx). 
Banten embraced Island Southeast Asia’s long-standing tradition of long-distance 
maritime trade and pluralistic communities. When the Dutch arrived at Banten in 
1596, the  were among man  foreign merchants who were eager to trade with the 
sultanate to gain a share in the lucrative pepper market (Bosma and Raben 2008 :9; 
Lodew cksz [1598] 1997 :141–142). 
As recorded in offcial VoC documents and other published European descriptions 
of the sultan’s public activities, feasting at Banten was highl  ritualized. In the court 
of Banten in 1769, for instance, the Dutch traveler Stavorinus attended a banquet 
hosted b  the sultan. At the ro al banquet, he noted, the meals were served on the 
basis of political ranking. the nobles who were sitting on the rattan mat at the end of 
the hall could not eat until the diners at the main table had fnished their meals. the 
fsh leftovers were offered to the nobles along with boiled rice served in Chinese 
bowls. their plates were quickl  emptied “with continual eructations” as enthusiastic 
belching was “an etiquette of the court” for the guests to show their appreciation to 
the king for plentiful and tast  food (Stavorinus 1798 :84–85). 
However, the dail  life of the sultan and his court within the palace precinct 
remained relativel  underrecorded and understudied: high walls surrounded the 
sultan’s residence to “render it impervious to the e es of the curious” and death pen-
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alties were imposed on VoC soldiers who dared to scale these walls (Stavorinus 
1798 :66). B  examining the dail  aspects of court life, the present archaeological 
research aims to explore the processes of power transformation from the onset 
of VoC’s political, militar , and economic interventions in 1682 until the sultanate’s 
abolishment in 1813. Particular attention is paid to food-related domains of prestige 
material culture, because food and beverage consumption is an integral part of cere-
monies for status displa  and elite social interactions (Dietler 1990, 2001; Junker 
1999 :9). 
geography and the pattern of power control in banten 
Past scholarship has shown that the power structure of Island Southeast Asia is intri-
catel  connected to its geograph , both on the sea and the land. Network strategies 
(Blanton et al. 1996; Feinman et al. 2000) are particularl  pertinent to explain the 
region’s long-distance maritime orientation to obtain prestige goods with which 
to enhance power in local societies. As earl  as the late frst millennium b.c., long-
distance trade and cross-cultural interactions have been part of the social fabric of 
man  port cities in this region (Reid 1988; Wade 2009), as archaeologicall  evidenced 
at the sites of Sembiran and Pacung in Bali, Indonesia (Ardika and Bellwood 1991; 
Ardika et al. 1997; Calo et al. 2015). Richard Blanton and his colleagues (1996 :4) 
have proposed that participants linked through social connections spread over a large 
area to take advantage of differentiated access to marriage alliances, “exotic goods,” 
and “specialized knowledge” acquired from distant places to further their power in the 
local societies. Although the realities are more complex and nuanced, the “network” 
mode of power tends to be distinct from the “corporate” mode, where wealth is more 
evenl  distributed and power is derived from group association (Feinman et al. 2000). 
While Island Southeast Asia has enjo ed extensive maritime networks, consolidat-
ing power on land has presented a challenge. Although it does not do justice to 
the diverse and vast area of Island Southeast Asia to generalize about the nature 
of power structures, scholars working here have increasingl  recognized that the 
densel  vegetated environment in man  parts of the region has contributed to shaping 
the nature of power negotiations (Anda a 1992; Bellwood 2005; Boomgaard 2007; 
Junker 1998, 2001). Because centralized authorit  over diverse pockets of a popula-
tion is diffcult to achieve and maintain, the  have argued that instabilit  and fuidit  
of power and alliance coalitions, rather than territor -driven stable power structures, 
are some of the characteristics in this part of the world (Anda a 1992 :405; Bellwood 
2005 :13; Boomgaard 2007 :61; geertz 1973 :331–338; Junker 1998, 2001 :283; 
Reid 1992 :460–463, 1993 :157; Ricklefs 1981 :15, 66; Wolters 1982). 
Further implications of these geographical conditions are the relativel  low popu-
lation densit  and high population mobilit  ( Junker 1998 :292, 2010 :283; Reid 
1993 :157). one distinct sociocultural trait associated with this population pattern is 
a fuid defnition of territories and an emphasis on the control of labor instead of land. 
the wa  the local lords managed the land does not easil  conform to the European 
defnition of territories. Before the period of Dutch colonial rule, the elites in the 
island of Java did not have the same concept of private land ownership as Europeans 
did, and their militar  strength or wealth was measured not b  the size of terri-
tor the  controlled but b  the human resources the  could mobilize (onghokham 
2003 :157). 
               
  
  
   
 
   
  
     
  
 
  
 
  
 
    
  
    
 
  
  
   
 
     
 
 
 
      
92 asian perspectives . 2016 . 55(1) 
Historical records highlight the fragmented and competitive political landscape in 
Java. As earl  as the late twelfth centur , the Chinese customs offcial, Chau Ju-kua 
(a.k.a. Zhao Rugua 趙汝适, 1170–1228), who compiled trade and political observa-
tions about various places from Southeast Asia to the middle East, recorded the con-
tentious politics of Java with its man  pett  states packed next to one another (Chau 
1911 :83). Java’s political complexit  continued, and was perhaps further exacerbated 
as long-distance trade expanded and intensifed in the sixteenth centur . the northern 
Java coast was crowded with man  rival ports (Raffes 1830, 1 : 217), such as Demak 
and Cirebon. the Dutch merchant and explorer Willem Lodew cksz (d. 1604), who 
accompanied the frst Dutch expedition to Java in 1596, also noticed that ever  major 
cit  in Java had its own king (Lodew cksz [1598] 1997 :132), and that the most pow-
erful of all was the king of Banten (Ikuta and Shibusawa 1981 :152). 
Against the backdrop of these conditions, political control in Island Southeast Asian 
polities often relied upon personal ties through exchanging prestige goods, establish-
ing marriage alliances, performing ritualized feasting, and participating in religious 
and court ceremonies (Boomgaard 2007 :61; Junker 1998, 1999, 2010 :283; Ricklefs 
1981 :15). of particular importance to man  elites in the region was the control of 
foreign prestige goods to expand and negotiate their material base for power ( Junker 
2004 :233). 
As a result of this unstable situation, the divine status and charismatic power of 
rulers in Island Southeast Asia were pivotal to politics (geertz 1980; tambiah 1976). 
An earl  sixteenth-centur  Portuguese resident in melaka, tomé Pires ([1515] 
2005 :175), stated that “the lords of Java are revered like gods with great respect and 
deep reverence.” Political gestures through feasting, dance, music, and entertainment 
often formed crucial elements of governing a state in man  parts of the region. the 
American anthropologist Clifford geertz (1980 :102–104) argues in his seminal book 
on precolonial Balinese power processes, Negara  The Theater State in Nineteenth-century 
Bali, that the “performances” of the “theater state” of Bali are the state itself, centering 
on dramatizing power. Drawing from Negara, historian Johan talens (1993 :343–344) 
emphasizes the importance of Banten court rituals and the sultan’s s mbolic acts. 
the VoC records from 1691 depict the continuation of ostentatious court rituals for 
the coronation of Sultan Zain al-Abedin (r. 1690–1733). multiple actors were present 
at the ceremon , including the VoC ambassador, punggawa (a group of Bantenese 
nobilit ), pungeran (prince), and commoners (talens 1993 :337). 
the founding  yth and legiti ization of the sultan’s power 
the Banten court chronicle Sejarah Banten, or “Histor  of Banten,” written b  an 
unidentifed Bantenese author in 1662–1663 (Djajadiningrat 1983 :8), is an essential 
indigenous historical source that offers insight into the sultan’s priorities and power 
relationships before the Dutch impacted his trade and diplomac . As valuable a re-
source as this document is, it does not provide information about the sultan’s dail  
activities in the palace, a gap that archaeolog  is uniquel  well suited to fll. 
Despite its title, Sejarah Banten should not be regarded as a histor  book in the strict 
modern Western sense. Detailed, precise information about historical events is lack-
ing from the largel  m thic-legendar  text, which has as its main purposes legiti-
mizing the ro al lineage and preaching ethics based on Islamic beliefs (Boontharm 
2003 :3–4; Pudjiastuti 2000 :4). It is important to note that the court document em-
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phasizes the signifcance of prestige derived from nonmaterial culture, generall  not 
preserved in the archaeological record. As depicted in the court chronicle, the sultan 
obtained and sustained power through such strategies as marriage alliances, specialized 
knowledge, and personal glorifcation. these can be considered a classic example of 
“network” strategies as proposed b  Blanton and colleagues (1996) and Feinman and 
colleagues (2000). 
In Sejarah Banten, the sultan’s connection to Islam was pivotal in legitimizing his 
power. Sejarah Banten goes so far as to proclaim that the sultan had a blood relationship 
with the Prophet muhammad. the frst ruler of Banten, molana Hasanuddin, was a 
son of a venerated muslim leader, Sunan gunung Jati. Hasanuddin became a haji, a 
pilgrim to mecca, and then established an Islamic kingdom in Banten. Hasanuddin 
and his two successors also used the title “molana” to identif  themselves as Islamic 
scholars and leaders. to further the status of Banten, its fourth ruler sought permission 
from the grand Sharif of mecca to use the title sultan. 
Pre-Islamic s mbols were also utilized to support the Sultan of Banten’s power. 
For example, Sejarah Banten recounts how Hasanuddin acquired a powerful magic 
rock called a gilang from the Hindu Banten girang (lit. “upstream Banten”), s mbol-
izing his accession to the throne of Banten (Boontharm 2003 :34–41; Pudjiastuti 
2000 :188–189, 494). 
marriage alliances with well-established and powerful states in Java reinforced and 
enhanced the sultan’s pedigree. Sejarah Banten records that Hasanuddin’s father was the 
king of Pakungwati, a kingdom located in Cirebon, Java. His son (i.e., Hasanuddin) 
married Ratoo Raneh, the daughter of the Sultan of Demak in central Java (mac-
kenzie Private Collection 1816 :29). Future Sultans of Banten thereb  enjo ed the 
acclaimed position of having descended from two ro al Javanese families from the 
kingdoms of Cirebon and Demak (Pudjiastuti 2000 :187). 
the court document considers the urban development of Banten the accomplish-
ment of ro alt . Sultan molana is credited for being instrumental in building the cit ’s 
major architecture and infrastructure, including Surosowan Palace, the Karangantu 
mosque, and canals (Pudjiastuti 2000 :188–189) (Fig. 2). Sejarah Banten thus reveals 
that knowledge of Islam, blood relationships with venerated muslim leaders, mecca’s 
acknowledgment of the sultan’s right to rule Banten, the possession of a magical stone 
from the pre-Islamic period, and marriage alliances with other powerful states in Java 
were the pillars of legitimation that supported the sultan’s hegemon  and institution-
alization of his power. Despite such claims to authorit , the chronicle hints at numer-
ous examples of the fuidit  of the sultan’s position and the complex and constant 
power negotiations he had to conduct with his offcials and his allies (Boontharm 
2003 :3–4; mackenzie Private Collection 1816 :29; Pudjiastuti 2000 :187–189). 
european incursion into banten in the 1680s and thereafter 
the decade of the 1680s marked the beginning of indirect rule of Banten b  Europe-
ans, which lasted until the offcial end of the sultanate in 1813 (ota 2006 :145–146, 
153). A civil war known as the Bantam War (1682–1684) broke out between fac-
tions who supported the popular former sultan Agung (“the great”) tirta asa (r. 
1651–1683) and those who favored his son and successor, Sultan Haji (r. 1676?–1687) 
(guillot et al. 1990 :53). the war created a political vacuum in the sultanate. Fear-
ful of losing the battle against his father, the  oung sultan Haji sought support and 
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Fig. 2. Schematic map of Banten, redrawn after Plattegrond van Bantam, 1596 [map of Banten, 1596] and 
rotated 180° to position north upwards. the landmarks listed here are taken from the original map and 
use the original lettered labels (trans. J. Krz stek and K. Ueda).1 
A: Ro al palace; B: Paseban [court ard, square in front of the palace for holding audience]; C: Land gate; 
D: mountain gate; E: Sea gate; F: Barrier; g: tower; H: mesquita (great mosque); I: Chinese settlement; 
L: Residence of Banten’s captain, Pangeran gebang; m: River through the cit ; N: Residence of Sjah-
bandar; o: Residence of the admiral; P: Residence of tjeti maluku; Q: Residence of the governor’s 
brother; R: Residence of Senopati; S: Residence of Panjang Jiwa; t: Chinese market; V: Residence of 
Andimon; X: our factor  [i.e., Dutch warehouse]. 
protection from the VoC. He took the unprecedented step of granting permission to 
the Dutch to build their headquarters, known as Fort Speelwijk, in Banten in the 
1680s (Fig. 3). At the same time, Sultan Haji fortifed his residence, Surosowan Palace, 
with a Dutch-engineered fortress that was manned b  a VoC garrison. this fortress 
was later called Fort Diamond b  the Europeans. the concessions given to the VoC 
did not end there. the sultan ceded his pepper trade monopol  to the VoC in ex-
change for militar  protection, and the sultanate became a vassal state of the Dutch 
East India Compan  in 1682 (guillot et al. 1990 :10; miksic 1989 :6; talens 1993 :347). 
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Fig. 3. map of the Banten area, showing the ke  sites discussed in the text. 
After the civil war, not onl  did Dutch architecture emerge along with their 
increasingl  prominent militar  presence in Banten (guillot et al. 1990 :64–65), the 
spatial demarcation that had divided the foreigners from the Bantenese was funda-
mentall  altered. traditionall , no foreigners were allowed to sta  inside the Banten 
cit  walls overnight, let alone build their own fortress within the cit . the new mili-
tar  construction was a political message intended to demonstrate Dutch militar  
power and its protection of the  oung sultan. 
the rapid emergence of Dutch forts in Banten appears to corroborate an archaeo-
logical assessment that this change to the political landscape occurred within a rela-
tivel  short period of time (michrob 1982 :5). However, a close reading of European 
historical documents, especiall  those written b  lower-ranking VoC emplo ees, re-
veals a somewhat different picture than the interpretation suggested b  the monu-
mental architecture. Although written from a foreign European perspective, some of 
these documentar  sources seem to suggest that transformations in the sultan’s power 
were quite complex and multifaceted. Various t pes of power ma  have coexisted side 
b  side amongst those who wielded power in Banten. Sometimes the  shared and 
mutuall  supported each other’s claims to power, but often the  contested them. their 
manifestations of power ma  have been multidirectional and multila ered since the  
targeted different audiences, including those involved in diplomatic relations with 
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other states, alliance building, and internal power negotiations amongst Bantenese 
nobilit  and the sultanate-VoC power balance. 
Historical documents concerning ro al pageantr  in Banten suggest that the sultan 
continued to possess s mbolic power, as well as perhaps the economic abilit  to sup-
port his status even after he was stripped of independent political power (ota 2006). 
Christopher Fr ke, a german ph sician who served the VoC during the 1682–1684 
civil war, observed a sumptuous procession on a da  of the sultan’s departure to pa  
homage to the VoC governor. to Fr ke, his majestic appearance carried an air of be-
ing “Lord of the Universe” (Fr ke and Schweitzer 1700 :163). this pageantr  utterl  
surprised the VoC serviceman, who was well aware of the sultan’s tenuous hold on 
political power. He concluded that the Dutch were willing to please the sultan “with 
this vain sh[o]w of Power and greatness” (Fr ke and Schweitzer 1700 :163). 
the somewhat conficting historical and architectural records of Banten raise 
questions about the nature and time frame of the transformation in power amongst 
sultanates in Island Southeast Asia during the crucial period of earl  colonialism. We 
address these issues b  evaluating the material culture of prestige goods recovered 
archaeologicall  from the Sultan of Banten’s Surosowan Palace. 
excavations 
We excavated in Banten from 2009 to 2011 under the directorship of Naniek Har-
kantiningsih, who represented Indonesia’s National Research Center of Archaeolog . 
the primar  objectives of the excavations included: 1) recover archaeological data 
from the indigenous sultan’s Surosowan Palace, the VoC’s Fort Diamond that sur-
rounded the palace, and VoC headquarters at nearb  Fort Speelwijk; 2) establish 
baseline archaeological data; and 3) stud  the t pes of material culture specifc to the 
ro al court as opposed to those available to the VoC garrisons. 
A few notes of explanation are necessar  about the spatial demarcation between 
Surosowan Palace and Fort Diamond, because this is not clear from either the 
architectural remains or the historical record. Archaeologists who had worked previ-
ousl in Banten traditionall  regarded the Dutch-engineered fortifcation that sur-
rounded Surosowan Palace as part of the palace institution rather than as controlled b  
the VoC. We began our research b  identif ing the spatial boundar  between the 
two institutions. the 1739 map Plan oder Grundriss des Königs und edl. Compagnies For-
tresse in Bantam von den In[n]ländern Talm genannt; Kartenmaterial [Plan or la out of the 
King’s and the Compan ’s fortresses in Bantam called b  talm residents; maps] pub-
lished b  Johann Wolfgang He dt (1744 :109) provided signifcant insight into the 
different institutions (Fig. 4). According to He dt’s plan, the palace occupied the 
majorit  of the area inside the fortifcation wall, while the VoC facilities at Fort Dia-
mond were largel  at the four corner bastions and along the northern defensive wall. 
the protruding area along the northeastern defensive wall is unusual as a European 
fortress, and whether or not it belonged to Fort Diamond is unclear (Figs. 5, 6). 
given the concentration of previousl  recovered European cla  pipes in this area, we 
suspect that it was part of Fort Diamond or at least a location of intensive European 
activities (Ueda 2015 :106–107). 
We opened fve trenches at Surosowan Palace and Fort Diamond in 2009 and 
2010 and another fve at Fort Speelwijk in 2011 (Fig. 7). Here we discuss the results 
of excavations at two units that generated data about palace residents during the 
 
  
 
Fig. 4. Detail of the la out of Surosowan Palace and Fort Diamond as recorded in 1739. Rotated here to 
place north at the top; arrow and labels inserted b  K. Ueda (adapted from He dt 1744 :109). 
Fig. 5. the interior of Surosowan Palace looking northwest, with Fort Diamond fortifcation wall in the 
background. Photograph b  C. Lim. 
  
S4W4 \ 
S4W5 
S9W15 
Fig. 6. A ritual pool inside Surosowan Palace, looking northwest. Photograph b  K. Ueda. 
Fig. 7. Floor plan of Surosowan Palace and its surrounding fortifcation Fort Diamond, showing the units 
excavated in 2009 and 2010. 
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Table 1. excavaTion UniTs DiscUsseD in The TexT 
excavaTion 
locaTion UniT excavaTion levels DaTe asse blage 
Surosowan Palace S2E40 L1–L4 19th centur  Post-palace 
dumping area L5–L7 18th–earl  19th centur  Palace residence 
L8–L11 18th centur  Palace residence 
Surosowan Palace S4W4 L2–L8 18th–earl  19th centur  Palace residence 
core area L9–L17 17th–18th centur  Palace residence 
Fort Diamond N7E39 L2–L5 18th–earl  19th centur  VoC 
L6–L11 17th centur ? Pre-VoC 
time Surosowan Palace was occupied and one unit at the surrounding Fort Dia-
mond (table 1).2 We dated the sites on the basis of excavated Chinese and Japanese 
porcelain and Dutch cla  pipe bowls using the gouda cla  pipe bowl t polog  
(Duco 1987). 
types of artifacts and faunal re ains that signal prestige 
Documentar  and ethnographic accounts hint that a few t pes of food- and beverage-
related material culture ma  signal elite displa  of power and prestige in Banten: long-
necked spouted ewers called kendi, water buffalo meat, and imported porcelain. 
Although the  are not likel  to be the onl  materials to demonstrate prestige, these 
t pes of artifacts and faunal remains are more statisticall  signifcant because we 
s stematicall  can collect data to discern distributions, as opposed to, for example, 
one or two elephants that the sultan ma  have possessed. Additionall , the  are less 
likel  to be rec cled and thus removed from the archaeological record than metal 
objects. 
We focus on high-qualit  kendi drink-serving vessels, faunal remains from high-
status meats such as water buffalo, and imported porcelain because, together, these 
artifacts offer insight into the power negotiations and alliance-building activities that 
occurred during small-scale feasts and ceremonies.3 Unlike the sumptuous trappings 
of major events such as the sultan’s procession to pa  homage to the VoC governor, 
these objects were part of dail  life. Although rarel  mentioned in historical accounts, 
the  signif  the existence of wide trade networks and ritual activities and s mbolize 
the power and prestige of the sultan. 
Kendi 
Long-necked, bulbous-bodied ewers called kendi are found in man  sites in Island 
Southeast Asia, including at the twelfth- through fourteenth-centur  trading port at 
Kota Cina in northeastern Sumatra (Edwards mcKinnon 1984 :140–150; miksic 
1979 :185–188, 2013 :358), and at trowulan, the capital of the majapahit kingdom 
(1293–c. 1500) in east Java (miksic 2013). Archaeologists often consider fne-paste 
kendi as evidence of the region’s extensive trade activities because excavated kendi
share similar st listic and paste qualities (Edwards mcKinnon 1984; miksic 1979). 
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Fig. 8. Procession of a captain in Banten in 1596 showing a servant holding a bulbous-bodied, long-
necked ewer, probabl  a kendi. From Rouffaer and Ijzerman 1915 :pl. 14; circle added b  K. Ueda. 
While the  were used for a range of functions, from practical drinking vessels to 
ceremonial ware, the  were most often used to hold water. the signifcance of 
water and kendi to the Bantenese is well documented (Sakai 1992a, 1992b, 2002b : 225; 
Wibisono 1994 :172–173). the Sejarah Banten, for instance, recounts that a minister 
named Ki Na akusuma was responsible for carr ing a kendi in the court procession 
(Pudjiastuti 2000 :435). Lodew cksz ([1598] 1997) recorded a Bantenese captain’s 
procession in which one of his servants reverentl  carried a kendi ewer (Rouffaer and 
Ijzerman 1915 :119) (Fig. 8). Furthermore, a legend from Cirebon, where the father 
of Banten’s frst ruler originated, illuminates the prominent position of hol  water and 
ewers or jugs. A founding m th describes a man named Anwar, the legendar  ancestral 
fgure for the entire population of Java, being given a magic jug that contains the 
water of everlasting life (muhaimin 2006 :61–62; Pudjiastuti 2000 :188–189; Sulen-
draningrat 1978). 
the ethnographic record supports historical texts that suggest kendi were used for 
ceremonial purposes in Java. In a traditional Javanese wedding, for instance, a piece of 
decorative textile is draped over a pair of kendi. In a ritual borrowed from the Indian 
tradition, the Javanese bride washes her groom’s feet with water poured from a kendi
as a s mbolic gesture of nuptial harmon  (Adh atman 1990 :32; Eng-Lee 1984 :14). 
thus, both historical and ethnographic records indicate that some kendi, perhaps par-
ticularl  high-qualit  vessels, were associated with the sacred qualities of water and 
were used prominentl  in ceremonial settings to exhibit elite status and power in 
Bantenese societ . 
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Water Buffalo Meat 
While elites might or might not have drunk from high-qualit  kendi, their status 
would certainl  have been conve ed b  the meat the  consumed. Among various 
t pes of meat, large mammals, especiall  water buffalo, carr  higher prestige and eco-
nomic value in Indonesia. the ethnographic record we collected dail  at the tradi-
tional open-air market in Banten during the three feld seasons between 2009 and 
2011 suggests that the basic local diet consists of chicken, small fsh, rice, and tempeh
(fermented so bean patties), but not the meat of large mammals (Ueda 2015 :273). 
the non-quotidian nature of animal meat is underscored in the Sejarah Banten, which 
depicts numerous banquets serving water buffalo meat. one such occasion was to 
entertain the guests of Sultan Agung (r. 1651–1683), highlighting this animal’s cultural 
signifcance and the prestige it accrued to the Bantenese ro al famil  (Pudjiastuti 
2000 :491). the court document also proudl  states that the Sultan’s soldiers once 
raided the Dutch militar  camp, where the  captured cows and water buffalo in addi-
tion to weapons, fags, trumpets, parasols, and people from Kalasi, Wandan, and 
malewar who were living in the Dutch camp (Pudjiastuti 2000 :531).4 
In contrast to water buffalo, pork most likel  occupied the low end of the meat 
preference scale at Banten. Because the Sultanate of Banten was regarded as “self-
consciousl  muslim” (van Bruinessen 1995 :165), and the sultan used the Islamic re-
ligion to help defne his kingdom and power, the Bantenese would be expected to 
have renounced pork consumption. Furthermore, ethnographic evidence suggests 
that meat—specifcall  pork—is considered an ethnic marker for the Dutch. Hildred 
geertz (1961 :86–87), an American anthropologist who specialized in Javanese cul-
ture in the mid-twentieth centur , observed that people living in Java generall  
favored rice and fsh and that meat consumption was something that divided the 
Javanese from the Dutch. 
Imported Porcelain 
Imported porcelain, dominated b  Chinese production, is traditionall  considered 
one of the major foreign prestige goods procured and manipulated through the 
maritime trade networks in earl  modern Island Southeast Asia ( Junker 1999 :4; 
2001, 2010). It was activel  incorporated into elite rituals and ancestor veneration at 
Banten-related sites. For instance, in the court of Cirebon, which was connected 
with the founder of the Sultanate of Banten, people used antique imported porcelain 
dishes to serve rice at fertilit  rituals (Adh atman 1990 :45). A nearb  mausoleum 
belonging to Sunan gunung Jati, the venerated father of the frst sovereign of Banten, 
is beautifull  adorned with Chinese vases (Adh atman 1981 :149–151). 
the values and roles of Chinese porcelain in different consumption societies are 
d namic and complex (ohashi 2004; Sakai 2002a; Vainker 1991). Chinese porcelain 
deserves more complex interpretations than the usual simplistic statements equating 
it with high economic and status values. Instead of grouping all Chinese porcelain 
together, making distinctions b  place of origin allows historical archaeologists to 
answer a range of questions concerning trade and social class. For example, it is im-
portant to distinguish between ceramics produced at Jingdezhen in Jiangxi Province 
from those produced in the Fujian and guangdong Provinces of southern China. For 
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this reason, we categorize different Chinese porcelains b  place of manufacture. We 
also distinguish porcelains b  period of production. Although this approach is far from 
complete or comprehensive, it is a good starting point for addressing the complexit  
involved in recognizing the prestige value of Chinese porcelain. 
Jingdezhen porcelain is generall  considered more refned and thus more expen-
sive. Jingdezhen kilns pioneered the technique of painting in a cobalt blue under-
glaze; large-scale production of blue-and-white porcelain was in full swing b  the 
earl  sixteenth centur  (Kerr and Wood 2004 :449; medle  1976 :171; ohashi 
2004 :56–58). B  the turn of the seventeenth centur , Jingdezhen potters were culti-
vating the high-end markets of Europe, where the  sold their products at a premium 
(Dias et al. 2013; Harrisson 1979). their porcelain was the initial inspiration for Delft-
ware potters to begin imitating Chinese porcelain in the Netherlands (Noël Hume 
1970 :258). Europeans started mass producing hard- and soft-paste porcelains (the 
latter called “refned earthenware” b  American historical archaeologists) in the eigh-
teenth centur  (Vainker 1991 :157–159). 
Blue-and-white porcelain of a lower qualit  than those from Jingdezhen began to 
be produced at kilns located along the southern coast of Fujian Province in the six-
teenth centur  (ma et al. 2012; ohashi 2004 :58–59). Zhangzhou, the site of the 
most important kiln in Fujian, became a major ceramic production center for the 
export market in the sixteenth to mid-seventeenth centur  (Fujian Provincial museum 
1997 :112–121; ohashi 2004 :87). Zhangzhou porcelain, known as Swatow ware 
among Western collectors, was well received in Southeast Asia and Japan despite its 
generall  being of poorer qualit  and made from a relativel  coarser paste than Jing-
dezhen porcelain (Harrisson 1979; Vainker 1991 :145–146). Zhangzhou porcelain 
production declined in the late seventeenth centur  as other kilns farther south in 
Fujian became more active porcelain exporters (ohashi 2004 :87). 
We use the term “Fujian/guangdong” as a combined place of manufacture because 
it is diffcult to visuall  distinguish ceramics produced in these two provinces. Produc-
tion occurred primaril  in small-scale private kilns in both areas, making it diffcult to 
grasp the broader landscape of production (Kerr and Wood 2004 :241; Sakai 2002a). 
Furthermore, the production of Zhangzhou ware might have originated in Fujian but 
later spread to northern guangdong (morimura 1995 :364). In an  case, b  the eigh-
teenth centur , Fujian/guangdong ware had become quite inexpensive in Asia. this 
“coarse provincial”ware from southern coastal China satisfed man  of the basic needs 
of VoC posts in Island Southeast Asia (Lucas 2004 :36).5 Along with fner Jingdezhen 
ware, it comprises a substantial part of ceramic assemblages found at VoC sites 
throughout the Indian ocean region. 
China’s political whims impacted production centers in Jingdezhen and Fujian/ 
guangdong and affected the availabilit  and economic value of Chinese porcelain 
from the ming (1368–1644) through the Qing (1644–1912) periods (Vainker 
1991 :136, 176). most relevant to our stud  are the civil wars between the ming and 
Qing armies at the beginning of the Qing period. these wars disrupted Chinese 
ceramic production, especiall  in areas of Jingdezhen from 1644 to 1684 (Fang 
2002 :108–109; ohashi 2004 :83, 141). Jingdezhen factories were particularl  
devastated during a rebellion led b  general Wu Sangui 吳三桂 from 1673 to 1680 
(medle  1976 :216). In addition to the destruction of porcelain factories during 
wartime, the export of Jingdezhen porcelain was curtailed when the Chinese impe-
rial government banned maritime activities, including private overseas trade, be-
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tween 1656 and 1685 (Fang 2002 :109). the ban was instituted to obstruct maritime 
trade that was fnancing an antigovernment force (Hong Kong Urban Council et al. 
1996 :126). 
Fujian/guangdong potters were generall  more nimble exporters than those in 
Jingdezhen. their proximit  to ports, smaller-scale operations, and extensive overseas 
networks enabled them to continue trading porcelain despite the ban. ohashi Koji 
(2004 :112), a specialist in exported Asian porcelain, surmises that these advantages 
allowed Fujian/guangdong potters to smuggle more porcelain out of China than 
Jingdezhen producers. As a result, political conditions affected the production and 
export capabilities in Jingdezhen more than in Fujian/guangdong. this signifcantl  
infuenced the manufacturing sources of Chinese porcelain available to consumers in 
Banten (ohashi and Sakai 1999; Sakai 2002b). 
the role that Chinese porcelain pla ed in Bantenese societ  also appears to have 
changed over time. ohashi Koji and Sakai takashi (a Japanese archaeologist working 
in Indonesia) conducted a st listic and vessel t pe anal sis on approximatel  300,000 
non-local ceramic sherds (minimum number of vessels [mNV] 24,990) that had pre-
viousl  been excavated from Banten in the 1970s and 1980s (ohashi and Sakai 1999). 
S nthesizing the results of this research, Sakai (2002a : 101–102) notes that the t pes 
of Chinese porcelain in Banten changed around the mid-seventeenth centur , shifting 
from prestige items primaril  for ro al residents to dail  ware for the mass market. B  
the beginning of the eighteenth centur , a large amount of porcelain had fooded the 
Banten market and ended up in the hands of ordinar , non-elite consumers. Sakai 
concludes that eighteenth-centur  Chinese porcelain in Banten primaril  includes 
small bowls from Fujian/guangdong and plates from Jingdezhen, rather than the large 
plates and ornamental items t picall  found in Banten during the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries. this bod  of research highlights the importance of understanding 
the shift in economic value of Chinese porcelain in Banten from exclusivel  high-end 
to ordinar  mass market over time instead of assigning uniforml  high values to all 
Chinese porcelains irrespective of place or time of manufacture. We took a similar 
approach in our anal sis of excavated Chinese porcelain. 
excavation results 
the results of excavations support our initial assessment regarding the spatial demarca-
tion between Surosowan Palace and Fort Diamond. this spatial demarcation was cor-
roborated b  a high concentration of European cla  pipes at the northeast corner, 
immediatel  outside Surosowan Palace’s defensive wall. Fort Diamond (excavation 
unit N7E39)  ielded 13 times more cla  pipe stems (n = 476) and 37 times more cla  
pipe bowls (n = 148) than found in the contemporaneous la ers of the dumping area 
(S2E40) within the Surosowan Palace walls. No cla  pipes were excavated from the 
Surosowan Palace core area (S4W4). Consequentl , we dated the palace core area 
solel  on the basis of Asian porcelain, although that made it diffcult to establish a 
detailed chronolog . Nonetheless, we suspect that seventeenth- to eighteenth-centur  
la ers largel  refect court activities after the sultanate became the VoC’s vassal state 
in 1682, since the palace underwent major renovations during the time Fort Diamond 
was constructed. 
Assemblages recovered from the two units within the palace, the dumping area and 
core area, are slightl  different. Assemblages from the dumping area refect refuse 
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associated with all palace residents and ma  even include some mixing with construc-
tion debris from the VoC activit  areas. the core area unit generated higher qualit  
ming Chinese porcelain, limited large animal bones (from parts of animals usuall  
butchered frst), and an overall scattered distribution of artifacts. these archaeological 
patterns, combined with the unit’s location in a central area of the palace, suggest that 
it mirrors consumption activities of palace residents such as the sultan, his famil , and 
his immediate servants. 
Kendi 
the recovered earthenware can be categorized into coarse-paste utilitarian ware and 
fner-paste ware, the latter being identifed primaril  as parts of kendi. Hard-bodied, 
wheel-turned, thin-walled, and commonl  burnished sherds found in Banten are 
t pical of kendi. their fner-grained cla  and fnishing features distinguish them from 
utilitarian ware associated with cooking and storage functions. 
the results of petrographic anal sis demonstrate that the utilitarian coarse paste 
ware was made with locall  available sand  coastal cla  in Banten. this anal sis in-
cluded earthenware excavated at Surosowan Palace and collected at the contempora-
neous Panjunan potter  workshop less than a kilometer east of the palace, as well as 
experimental samples made with cla s collected around Banten. the identifed cla  
t pe consists primaril  of large subangular quartz and plagioclase, without much 
discernable production elaboration such as sieving or burnishing. the overall qualit  
is poor with man  large, elongated voids (empt  spaces in the cla ), probabl  created 
at the time of fring. 
Finer-paste ware can be divided into locall  produced kendi and imports. the for-
mer were made with locall  available cla  that was sieved and then burnished, result-
ing in a medium-qualit  paste that retains the overall coarseness of the local cla . the 
imported ware was produced using a fner cla  consisting of small, subrounded quartz 
and small quantities of mica. this cla  is not obtainable in the immediate Banten area 
to the knowledge of the authors. man  samples of the fne-paste ware were tempered 
with markedl  fner volcanic ash than that occasionall  observed in Banten ceramics. 
Although a determination of the kiln locations that produced these excavated fne-
paste kendi would require further stud , an abundance of similar fne-paste kendi exca-
vated from consumption and kiln sites in east Java suggest that kendi were produced in 
this region (guo 2011; Ueda 2011, 2013, 2015; Ueda et al. 2012) (Fig. 9). 
the distribution of kendi is more concentrated at Surosowan Palace (particularl  
the core area) than at Fort Diamond (table 2). the core area  ielded more fne-paste 
kendi than did the dumping area. Both fne- and medium-paste sherds decline at the 
core area from the seventeenth to earl  nineteenth centuries. 
the pattern of distribution of kendi is quite different from that of various 
forms of utilitarian coarse earthenware. the forms of coarse earthenware are primar-
il  represented b  traditional Bantenese open-mouth cooking pots (periuk), rice 
steamers (dandang), straight- or slightl  curved-bodied bowls with everted rims (pasu), 
horseshoe-shaped cooking stoves (tungku), and c lindrical cooking stoves (anglo).6 
these t pes of ceramics are considered to be part of traditional cooking and storage 
ware in Banten, so these fndings highlight the continued importance of local produc-
tion for dail  ware and utilitarian vessel forms (Ueda 2015 :164–165, 252). While a 
detailed anal sis of coarse earthenware is outside the scope of the present work, it is 
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Fig. 9. A: A fne-paste kendi fragment made with non-local cla  excavated from the Surosowan Palace 
core area (S4W4 L12) and examples of petrographic images under (center) plain polarized light, PPL 
(200x) and (right) cross-polarized light, XPL (20x). the PPL images are shown at 10x higher magnifca-
tion to highlight the lens- and y-shaped volcanic ash; B: a medium-paste kendi fragment made with local 
cla  collected from Panjunan potter  workshop and petrographic examples under (center) PPL (25x) and 
(right) XPL (25x). Photographs b  K. Ueda. 
worth noting that their diachronic and spatial distribution patterns are complex. 
Periuk cooking pots increase over time at the Surosowan Palace dumping area, but 
slightl  decrease at the core area. Dandang rice steamers, considered quintessentiall  
Southeast Asian cooking vessels, are distributed onl  at the Surosowan Palace core area 
and increase over time. Tutup (lids), the most numerous ceramic form at Fort Dia-
mond, decrease over time at the Surosowan Palace dumping area and onl  marginall  
increase at the core area, while pasu bowls, the second most numerous form at Fort 
Diamond, increase at both palace locations. 
Notabl , we did not excavate an  European or European-st le earthenware cook-
ing vessels at either Surosowan Palace or Fort Diamond. Although some cooking ves-
sels used in Banten are likel  to have been made of metal, the excavated earthenware 
suggests a continuit  of local culinar  traditions at Surosowan Palace, without much 
European infuence, from the seventeenth through the earl  nineteenth centur . 
Imported Porcelain 
the porcelain excavated at Surosowan Palace and Fort Diamond primaril  consists of 
plates and small bowls. In both seventeenth- and eighteenth-centur  la ers of the core 
and dumping areas, the percentage of small bowls is higher than that of plates. Plates 
slightl  outnumber small bowls in the core area’s later deposits, but not to the extent 
observed at Fort Diamond (Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 10. Percentage mNV of porcelain excavated from the Surosowan Palace dumping area (S2E40), core 
area (S4W4), and Fort Diamond (N7E39) b  vessel form (n = 1746). 
No Delftware or other European food-serving vessels were excavated. Chinese 
porcelain, represented b  both Jingdezhen and Fujian/guangdong ware, dominates 
the porcelain assemblages excavated at Surosowan Palace regardless of location or time 
period, suggesting China’s enduring role as a provider of ceramic vessels (among 
other products) to the sultanate (Fig. 11). Although the percentage is lower than at 
Surosowan Palace, Chinese products also dominate the porcelain assemblage at Fort 
Diamond. this supports the contention that both Bantenese and Dutch had access to 
Chinese trade networks and both preferred porcelain made in China over those from 
other places of manufacture. 
We found a higher percentage of Jingdezhen ware at Surosowan Palace than at 
Fort Diamond, although it decreases over time at the two palace sites. this decline is 
countered b  an increase in Fujian/guangdong porcelain. Jingdezhen and Fujian/ 
guangdong ware do not demonstrate a consistentl  differentiated distribution be-
tween the two palace sites, although Jingdezhen dominates the Surosowan Palace 
dumping area while Fujian/guangdong porcelain outnumber those from Jing-
dezhen at the core area. the concentration of Fujian/guangdong porcelain dating to 
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Fig. 11. Percentage mNV of porcelain excavated from the Surosowan Palace dumping area (S2E40), core 
area (S4W4), and Fort Diamond (N7E39) b  place of manufacture (n = 1746). the arrows represent 
Chinese production. 
the ming period, which ma  be heirlooms, could explain the high ratio of Fujian/ 
guangdong ware at the core area in the seventeenth to eighteenth centur . However, 
the porcelain assemblage at the core area becomes dominated b  Fujian/guangdong 
porcelain from the Qing-ming transition (1620–1683) and Qing period b  the eigh-
teenth to earl  nineteenth centur . 
Faunal Remains 
A signifcant number of water buffalo and cow bones were recovered from the Suro-
sowan Palace dumping area, but not from the core area and Fort Diamond (Fig. 12). 
the two taxa, water buffalo and cow, combined represent 23.6 percent of the total 
Number of Identifed Specimens (NISP) in the earl  eighteenth-centur  assemblage, 
but decline to 13.6 percent in later deposits. Combined with unidentifed large mam-
mal remains, total large mammal bones represent 68.3 percent in the earl  eighteenth 
centur  and decrease to 37.0 percent later in the centur . this decline is essentiall  
countered b  an increase in the number of bird bones, primaril  fowl. 
the Surosowan Palace core area generall   ielded smaller bone fragments, and the 
pattern of fnds suggests that these bones were discarded ad hoc after the consumption 
of the meat, not as a result of s stematic trash disposal as we found in the dumping 
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Fig. 12. NISP of faunal bone remains from the Surosowan Palace dumping area (S2E40), core area 
(S4E4), and Fort Diamond (N7E39). the arrows represent the large mammal species (n = 948). 
area. two fragments of pig or wild boar lower jaws with teeth still attached were 
excavated at the Surosowan Palace core area. As these fnds were not associated with 
the remains from other, more commonl  consumed parts of the animal, we cannot 
conclude with certaint  that these fragments indicate the consumption of pork b  
court residents. the relative abundance of large mammal remains, particularl  those of 
water buffalo, decreases from the seventeenth- to eighteenth-centur  assemblage 
(19.8%) to that from the eighteenth to earl  nineteenth centur  (14.5%), while the 
number of bird bones increases. 
the faunal assemblage from Fort Diamond reveals a different distribution of ani-
mals consumed compared with Surosowan Palace. Fish and bird bones comprise 66.7 
percent of this assemblage while red meat consumption appears to have been more 
limited, with animals identifed as sheep/goat accounting for 16.7 percent and cattle/ 
water buffalo another 5.0 percent. the total large mammal remains (including un-
identifed animals) represent onl  10.0 percent of the faunal assemblage, less than the 
total medium-sized mammalian remains of 21.7 percent. No pig bones were iden-
tifed at Fort Diamond. 
discussion 
the results of the archaeological stud  presented here suggest that the sultan con-
tinued to have bountiful prestige goods even after Banten became a vassal state of the 
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Dutch East India Compan  in 1682, but consumption of prestige goods graduall  
declined toward the end of the sultanate in 1813. Evidence of quotidian activities at 
the court most likel  refects the sultan’s continued connections with and interest in 
local and regional trade networks. our data suggest that ro al residents used more 
imported fne-paste kendi than lower qualit  ware produced at local kilns, although 
the  used both t pes. Potters in Banten made an extra effort to emulate hard-bodied, 
fne-paste kendi, but the qualit  of their products was limited b  their onl  having 
access to locall  available cla , which was unsuitable for producing fne-paste ware. 
the preference for imported ware over locall  produced kendi and the mixed use 
of both t pes persist at Surosowan Palace from the seventeenth to the earl  nineteenth 
centur , although the overall number of kendi declines at the core area in the eigh-
teenth centur . through the earl  nineteenth centur , the sultan appears to have 
maintained his access to imported high-qualit  kendi, albeit on a smaller scale, as well 
as products made b  local artisans. these data underscore the signifcance of Southeast 
Asian trade and material culture to Bantenese elites throughout the vassal period. the 
data also expand the scope of foreign prestige goods from Chinese porcelain to 
include imported, fne-paste Southeast Asian ware. 
Similarl , the results of our stud  on imported porcelain demonstrate the initial 
abundant consumption of high-qualit  porcelain and its decline over time at the 
palace sites. the higher densit  of Jingdezhen porcelain in the seventeenth- to 
eighteenth-centur  assemblage compared to that of the eighteenth to earl  nineteenth 
centur  at the Surosowan Palace core area is particularl  signifcant, given that the 
earlier assemblage probabl  covers the time period when Jingdezhen production was 
curtailed in China due to warfare and maritime trade bans. this distribution suggests 
copious consumption of Jingdezhen porcelain in the court of Banten, relative to its 
overall availabilit  in the overseas market. Jingdezhen porcelain, however, declines 
over time at the palace sites and is replaced b  Fujian/guangdong ware. 
B  the beginning of the eighteenth centur , Jingdezhen porcelain ma  no longer 
have served as a good indicator of prestige goods in Banten. Jingdezhen products 
probabl  lost their allure for the elite as the  had become more readil  available after 
Jingdezhen factories reopened to the export market in the late seventeenth to earl  
eighteenth centur  (Sakai 2002a : 101–102). It is important to note that European 
ceramics such as Delftware from the Netherlands did not replace Jingdezhen as pres-
tige ware in Banten, however. this implies that European infuence on the material 
culture of the sultan’s private domain was limited. 
ming-period porcelain from Fujian/guangdong perhaps serves as a better indicator 
of Banten’s prestige material culture than Jingdezhen ware. this t pe of porcelain is 
most concentrated at the Surosowan Palace core area, particularl  from the seven-
teenth to eighteenth centur . the sultan and his court appear to have continued to use 
Fujian/guangdong heirloom ware from the ming period, at a time when this t pe of 
ware was favored in the Southeast Asian market and Chinese porcelain was scarcer and 
carried higher prestige value than it did during and after the late seventeenth centur  
(Vainker 1991 :145–146). the Bantenese elites ma  have emulated the past glories 
associated with Chinese porcelain from the earlier time period. the ming-period 
Fujian/guangdong porcelain declines from the seventeenth to the earl  nineteenth 
centur  at the palace core area, coinciding with the passage of time from purchase to 
presumed breakage of porcelain, which left fewer pieces of ming porcelain to be used 
(or discarded) b  succeeding generations. overall, the results of our stud  suggest that 
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the sultan and his court used more heirloom ming and Jingdezhen porcelain than did 
the VoC garrison stationed at Fort Diamond, but the scale of palace use declined in 
the eighteenth to earl  nineteenth centur . 
Chinese production dominates the porcelain excavated both at the Bantenese 
and VoC sites. these data suggest the presence of active China trade and impl  that 
networks of Chinese merchants made these products available both to the Bantenese 
and Europeans throughout the periods discussed here. We often rel  on offcial Euro-
pean documents to reconstruct earl  modern trade in Southeast Asia. However, our 
archaeological data on Chinese porcelain and Southeast Asian fne-paste kendi reveal 
important aspects of regional trade that has hitherto been underdocumented. Par-
ticularl  its multinational aspects provide insight into the complexit  and d namism 
of Island Southeast Asian trade. 
the large number of small bowls relative to plates reveals a traditional preference 
amongst Bantenese for vessel forms. this pattern is slightl  reversed at the Surosowan 
Palace core area in the eighteenth- and earl  nineteenth-centur  assemblage, when it 
becomes more similar to the distribution at Fort Diamond. this result ma  signal a 
change in eating habits among Bantenese elites. As the  hosted more European guests 
at Surosowan Palace, the  ma  have adopted a European st le of dining that empha-
sizes using plates more than small bowls. However, since Bantenese elites appear to 
have favored large Chinese porcelain plates as earl  as the sixteenth centur  (Sakai 
2002a : 101–102), a more detailed porcelain anal sis would be required to test this 
h pothesis. 
the consumption of the meat of large mammals, especiall  the culturall  presti-
gious water buffalo and cows, demonstrate a differentiated distribution similar to kendi
and Chinese porcelain. Water buffalo and cattle bones are most concentrated at 
the Surosowan Palace dumping area, where presumabl  animals were butchered for 
palace consumption and some parts discarded. Complemented b  ethnographic and 
textual evidence, these data indicate that the politicall  subordinated Bantenese elites 
commanded a meat-based diet of higher economic value than that of the politicall  
dominant Dutch. this consumption pattern, however, shifts toward a fowl- and fsh-
oriented diet b  the eighteenth centur , suggesting that both the power and wealth of 
the sultan declined toward the end of the sultanate. 
the lack of pig bones excavated at Fort Diamond contrasts with the copious con-
sumption of pork recorded at non-Islamic VoC sites, such as the Dejima VoC trad-
ing post in Japan (Nishinakagawa 2008 :113–116). However, an eighteenth-centur  
list of required provisions for VoC ships bound for Asia hints that the Dutch garrison 
ma  have eaten deboned salted pork in Banten (Bruijn et al. 1987 :214–215). our 
result onl  suggests that VoC emplo ees in Banten ma  have refrained from ostenta-
tiousl  butchering and consuming pork in consideration of the Islamic practice of 
forsaking pork. 
the results of our archaeological research at Surosowan Palace suggest that the 
decline of the sultanate was more gradual than was concluded b  earlier scholars. 
Archaeologists interpreted changes in monumental architecture in tandem with major 
historical events as indicative of a rapid demise in the power of the sultan. We fnd, 
however, that the sultan maintained a bountiful consumption of prestige goods 
such as imported fne-paste kendi, ming-period Chinese porcelain, and water buffalo 
meat, for some time after the VoC stripped him of his pepper trade monopol  and 
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diplomatic authorit  in the 1680s. the sultan appears to have largel  preserved a 
traditional local and regional food-related material culture, rather than adopting a 
European diet or dining paraphernalia. our results indicate that the audience he tar-
geted for conspicuous displa s of consumption probabl  consisted of indigenous allies 
and nobilit  rather than European newcomers. the competitive internal and external 
political landscape, often observed in earl  modern Island Southeast Asia, ma  have 
required the sultan to maintain the sultanate’s allies while keeping rivals at ba . 
this aspect of ever da  material culture contrasts with the monumental architec-
ture driven b  the Dutch that emerged at the onset of Dutch political and economic 
interventions in the sultanate. thus, a two-tiered process occurred in the sultan’s 
power relationships. one tier (such as monumental architecture) operated in the per-
manent and public domain, where the sultan continued to conve  political messages 
to his people. Another tier operated in the temporar  and private domain of small-
scale feasting and ceremonies held in the Banten court; such rituals maintained the 
sultan’s traditional prestige material culture. However, if the sultan’s independent abil-
it  to form alliances, so central to his strategies for negotiating power, became largel  
diminished, if not completel  quashed b  the VoC, it would have contributed 
to undermining the sultan’s power. this would coincide with the overall decline in 
his feasting and ceremonial activities and associated prestige goods observed in the 
archaeological record. 
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notes 
1. original etching ma  be seen at: Plattegrond van Bantam, 1596. Artist unknown, 1597–1598. Etching 
on paper. Rijksmuseum (website), Amsterdam. http://hdl.handle.net/10934/Rm0001.CoLLECt.
449945. 
2. our excavations represent onl  a fraction of the entire palace site, hence our incorporation of his-
torical European and indigenous texts and ethnographic sources to supplement the archaeological 
record. 
3. Hoping to obtain direct evidence of plant-based foods, we foated excavated sediment to recover 
macroplants and collected soil samples to extract ph toliths (silica remains of plants). the results 
of these efforts were too limited to be of use in this stud , however. the number of recovered 
macroplants was insuffcient to perform a statisticall  signifcant anal sis and ph toliths of edible plants 
recovered from cached vessels were diffcult to distinguish from those of the surrounding vegetation 
(Ueda 2015 :236–237). 
4. Although Sejarah Banten does not explicitl  describe these people, the  were most likel  indigenous 
captives who had been forced into labor. For the Southeast Asian tradition of slaver , see Junker (1999) 
and Reid (1988, 1 : 129–136); for slaver  specifc to Dutch Indonesia, see Jones (2010) and ta lor 
(2009). 
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5. Fujian/guangdong ware was also carried b  Dutch ships to VoC garrison sites in the Colonial Cape 
in South Africa (Charleston 1965 :17; Lucas 2004 :36–38). 
6. An anglo cooking stove can be seen in the lower right corner of an etching depicting the frst Dutch 
expedition to Banten in 1596. Bazaar van Bantam, 1596 [Banten’s market, 1596], 1597–1598. Artist 
unknown. Etching and engraving on paper. Rijksmuseum (website), Amsterdam. http://hdl.handle. 
net/10934/Rm0001.CoLLECt.449946. 
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abstract 
this article discusses the results of our archaeological research at an important global 
pepper-trading center located in west Java, Indonesia, to examine the sultan’s power and 
the transition processes from the  ear 1682 when the Dutch East India Compan  ef-
fectivel  took political and economic control over the sultanate, until the offcial end of 
the Sultanate of Banten in 1813. through the stud  of prestige goods and food used at 
the court, we criticall  explore power relationships in this earl  stage of colonialism. the 
results of our stud  suggest that European cultural infuence was limited to the public 
domain and most aspects of the sultan’s dail  life largel  remained unchanged. However, 
the changing political structure was one factor in the eventual decline of the sultan’s 
power. the archaeological focus on foodwa s in the stud  presented here reveals a more 
nuanced understanding of these gradual political changes than has been suggested b  
previous archaeological research primaril  based on monumental architecture and major 
historical events. Keywords: colonialism, trade, Indonesia, foodwa s, prestige goods, 
Dutch East India Compan . 
